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Reflections on Metropolitan Manila
Reorganization and Social Change

MANUEL A. CAOILI*

,the problems that confront the Metropolitan Manila Are~ (MMA) at
present are a product of contradictions arising from the 'colonial status of
Philippine society during the Spanish and A merican periods, and a dependent
development policy which was continued during the postwar period. Con,

'tending political arid sociai forces at the national level aggravated these
problems, but at the same time strengthened Manila's position as the primate, "
city through the ,economic surplus extracted from the rural areas. With the
declaration of martial law in 1972, metropolitan reorganization, to improve '
service delivery became possible. However,' these reforms have to' be examined
if they have been achieved at, the expense of the other regions. A strong polio
tical will and a committed ,leadership are 'needed to sustain MMA's reform'
policies while regulating .Manila's primacy and urban growth vis-a-vis a more
balanced progress in the countryside. . ,

Introduction

The question of metropolitan reorganization is traditionally viewed in
terms of solving the.technicaland administrative problems of service delivery'
-Le. economy and efficiency in the provision of public .housing, mass
transport, police, fire protection, health and sanitation, water supply and
sewerage, garbage collection and others-e-in a large urban area which is

. generally under the jurisdiction of several local authorities. Yet in the case of .
Metropolitan Manila, and presumably in similar Third World cities, metro- '
politan reorganization cannot' be isolated from the broader problems of
national development and politics. The pattern of urbanization in the Philip
pines, its socioeconomic, structure, national and local political dynamics are
the products of its colonial history and continuing dependent development
Manila, as the direct link between the Philippines and its coloniaJ' rulers,
developed into the country's dominant urban center. Manila's problems as a

, primate' city! -political, administrative and socioeconomic, the recent re-"
organization of its government and prospects for further reform-s-must there-

. fore be examined in the context of Philippine history, present national poli- '
des and external factors which impinge on these policies.

• Associate Professor and Director, Administrative DevelopmentCenter, College of.
,Public Administration; University of the Philippines. '
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.Philippine Dependent Development

Spanish, and later, American colonialpolicies nurtured Manila's urbani
zation, shaped Philippine economic development, social class formation and

, politics. The economy developed largely as supplier for Europ,ean and Amer
. ican markets of agricultural products and raw materials which were exported

mainly from the port of Manila, and as importerof British and American
manufactured goods.? As a consequence of tliis pattern of surplus extract
ion, economic prosperity was for a long time largely confined toManila and
adjoining areas and, later, in a few other, port cities. Much of the country-
side remained economically stagnant. .

Social class formation was determined by· the change in the traditional
land tenure system from communal ownership and land use based on
usufruct rights to land ownership as private property. This resulted in the f
alienation of landholdings of peasants and gave rise to landlords, lessors,'
small farmers.vsharecroppers, and landless laborers. Economic and political
power became concentrated in a smalllandowning class; largely composed
of the descendants of the pre-Spanish rulers (principalia) the religious orders,
and the Spanish and' Chinese mestizos. 3 The principalia were made local
government functionaries by the Spanish colonial authorities. The .educated
members of this elite group, the ilustrados, articulated popular demands for
political and economic reforms by Spain during the latter half of the nine"
teenth century and eventually provided the later leadership of the 1896
Philippine Revolution." But factiona:I divisions among the ilustrados and
the arrival of the Americans in the Philippines during the-Spanish-American
War in 1898 negated the.survival of the first Philippine Republic.

. Like the Spaniards' before them,' the Americans co-opted the la~ded,
educated. elite into the colonial government. The latter acted as brokers
between the colonial authorities' and the Filipino masses: Through their tJ.
network of patron-client relations, the landed elite dominated colonial
politics and, despite their nationalist, populist rhetoric developed a vested
interest in the continuation of Philippinespecialrelations with the United
States even after the attainment of political independence. Thus the object- .
ive of redressing social inequality through agrarian and other reforms re-
mained largely ignored in colonial policy-making.s/, . . .

I

The concentration 'of political a~d economic power in. the traditional
elite and the pervasiveness of clientelist, particularistic politics fostered. the
continuing dependent development of Philippine economy and society after
independence in 1946. This type of 'development resulted from significant
control by the United States government over the direction of Philippine
postwar economic reconstruction and development, American influence over.
the Filipino elite and national politics, and the continuingpresence of U.S.
military bases in the archipelago; 6 . The extension of preferential trade rela-
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tions between the United States and the Philippines beyond 1946 and the.
former's payment of war damage to the latter was made contingent, among
others, on the grant of parity rights to American citizens in the exploitation
and development of Philippine natural resources. Acquiescence to this con
dition necessitated the amendment of the 1935 Philippine Constitution,.
made possible by the adroit political maneuvering of the Roxas (Liberal
Party) administration, resulting in the expulsion from the defunct Philippine'
Congress of elected members of the Democratic Alliance (DA) and some
Nacionalista Party members who were opposed to the parity amendment. 7

The expulsion of the DA from the legislature had profound implica
tions for. subsequent Philippine political and socioeconomic development.
It deprived labor, peasant, socialist and nationalist groups, and the Com
munist Party of legitimate representation in national policy-making. Many
members of these groups were thus driven underground, inflaming the long
simmering social unrest that had its roots in the 1896 Revolution. Pressures
from the United States government for support of its Cold War policies by
the Filipino elite nurtured the latter's paranoia towards even non-Communist
radical reformers as subversives. This explains the Philippine government's
repression of DA supporters and other radical groups which subsequently.
resulted in the Communist-led peasant rebellion in Central Luzon.

The rebellion was to effectively divert much-needed government re
sources for postwar rehabilitation and economic development into a pro
longed and costly military campaign which lasted until 1956. The resulting
instability also brought deeper United States involvement in Philippine'
affairs. This came in the form of increased military aid-American equip
ment and advisers to the. Philippine armed forces, the use of American bases
in the campaign against the Huks~and the assignment of resident American
advisers in key Philippine government institutions to monitor and direct U.S.
economic assistance. 8 .

The exclusion of the DA from legitimate political activity had yet ano
ther long-term consequence. It maintained the hegemony and homogeneity
of the traditional elite in national politics and obviated the development of
program-oriented, mass-Based political parties. The clientelist basis and per
sonality-orientation of political parties continued to pervade the electoral
and policy-making process." The narrow class interest and dominance of the
traditional landed elite frustrated the adoption of such basic policies as
agrarian reform, modernization and diversification of the economy to meet
rising popular expectations for employment and better living standards.

The period of foreign exchange and import controls from 1949 to 1962
provided an. opportunity for nationalist entrepreneurs to push for the pro
tection of Philippine manufacturing enterprises. Nevertheless, the industries
that developed during that time were dependent on imports of capital goods
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and raw materials and involved mainly packaging, assembly and light manu-
·.factures. Moreover, the. direct involvement of Americanadvisers in theallo- .

.'< !, cation by the Philippine Central Bank of import licenses and foreign ex-
". '.. change ·.permits "greatly..favored .well-capitalized" 'American .', and .Chinese

·'firms.! 0 .Thus when' controls were .lifted in 1962, inresponse 'to pressures, .
,from'.thetraditional elite and-American business interest groups, many Fili-

.• "' .pinofirms were unableto survice foreign competition. '

. '.• Dependent' Philippine development was manifested in the .conce~tra-' .
tion of ,industries and economic activities in the Metropolitan Manila Area
(MMA), the continuing ,emphasis on agricultural production for export, and ..
rural underdevelopment, There was a widening gap in income distribution

· and living standards between the elite and the masses, between rural.and '
urban-areas, and among 'geographic regions. Atthe same time, rapid popu-

. "',' , r: lation growth, rising literacy levels and the spreadof modern media of com-·
. munications fueled rising mass expectations for socioeconomic advancement.

· Perceptions of better job opportunities in urban areas, particularly in Manila;
coupled with ruralunrest and underdevelopment, resulted .in the 'acceleration
ofrural to. urban migration in. the postwar years. This had Serious repercus
sions for local governments especially in MMA where mostof the rural
migrants went. The influx of rural migrants exacerbated problems .of urban
congestion such as poor housing conditions, inadequate water supply.ihealth
and sanitation difficulties" public, transport and traffic, management, As

. majority of these migrants' came from the lower income classes, the capacity.
" of MMA.local governments to provide basic services such as education,

,.. health and welfare, police and fire protection was thus severelystrainedY

, In' summary;"despite .its .. political independence, the Philippines conti
nued to be heavily influenced in its postwar development by the United'
States. This was made possible through direct United Statesgovernmentin
tervention in Philippine economic and trade policiesand through thehar-

.mony of interestsbetween the dominant traditional Filipino elite and Arne-
.' rican economic interest groups, This development strategy has had serious

consequences for Philippine social and. economic structures' and politics.
. ..,....... .. '.' .' . , ',' . . / . . . '

. , . . Dependent Development and Manila'SPrimacy . . .

•• , '. Manila;~ primacy-and its atteri~ant prOblem!are the cumulative .conse- ..'
quences 'of its historic, role as colonia( capital, religious, trade andeduca
tional center; and continuing Philippine underdevelopment. Manila's initial

.' ' . growth and prosperity were supported by the profitable Galleon trade and
:. ' ' tributes, collected from other parts of the country to support the colonial'

'. bureaucracy and religious orders based .inthe city, Urbanization during the
period was.ito a large extent; due to in-migration 'from the rural areas, which '
remained economically' stagnant. during" the first two centuries of Spanish . '

. rule, while thErcity of Manila prospered. Ruraldwellers were impelled to
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migrate t~Ma:nila to avoid the onerous burden of the tribute tax, compul
sory labor service (popularly known as polos y servicios) and the forced
government purchase of agricultural products.totherwise called bandalaV~

.Manila's expanding population stimulated agricultural production and in
dustry around the city.

Colonial policies, designed to promote economic development in the
Philippines during the second half of the eighteenth century paved' the way
for the' opening of Manila and other ports to world trade during, the nine
teenth century. International commerce' brought in foreign capital which

'spurred expansion of agricultural production for export. The increasing
profitability of large-scale production of cash crops eventually resulted in the
concentration of landownership among the few, alienation of peasant land
holdings and the transformation of the peasantry into small farmers, share
croppers and landless laborers. Many of the dispossessed peasants drifted to
Manila and its suburbs in search of employment, thus accelerating the
urbanization process in the area. 13

The concentration of commerce and industry and increased activities of
foreign merchants in Manila provided employment for native Filipinos 'as
commercial agents and brokers. This gave rise to a small Filipino middle
class.' The prosperity resulting from expanding Philippine trade with the out
side world likewise enhanced Manila's position as the country's educational
and communications center and contributed to further unification and
centralization of the archipelago, Manila's added role as financial and cosmo
politan center during the latter half of the nineteenth century completed the
outlines of its future growth as a primate city.

As the colonial capital and primate city, Manila fostered the develop
ment of Philippine nationalism. The prosperity resulting from world com
merce brought increasing numbers of the Filipino elite and masses into social
contacts with colonial authorities in Manila. Foreign competition also led to
the destruction. of traditional textile and other industries in Manila arid sur
rounding areas, causing, widespread economic dislocation and suffering
among the lower classes. Mass unrest was exacerbated by growing abuses of
colonial and religious authorities, particularly in the administration of the
latter's agricultural estates. The educated elite, i.e. ilustrados, in Manila arti
culated popular discontent and pressed for colonial reforms. The failure of
Spanish authorities to institute reforms and the increasing repression of nat
ionalist leaders nurtured the development of a secret working class-based
separatist organization in Manila, the Katipunan. 14 The Katipunan's mem
bership arid activities gradually spread, to other provinces, leading to the Re
volution of 1986 which overthrew Spanish rule. The Manila elite later played
a prominent role in the Revolution and the establishment of the short-lived
Philippine Republic. But the arrival of the Americans in Manila in 1898
ushered in another era in Philippine colonial history.
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American colonial rule furthered the dependent' development of
Philippine economy and society. As with centuries ofSpanish rule, the coun

"tryside was economically exploited to support the colonialbureaucracy in
,Manila. Manila's growth asaprimate city was sustained by its continuing
central role in the economy, the introduction ofmoderq amenities .by
American colonial authorities, improvements in health and sanitation and
attempts-at planned urban development 15

. ., .

Politics, during the American regime reflected the cleavages between '
upper class,agrarian and labor groups and between the urban and rural popu-'

"Jation. This was especially evident in Manila where the colonial and Filipino
elite resided and where an' urban working class had developed asa conse-

, quenee of the growth,' of manufacturing and commercial enterprises in 'the"
city and its suburbs. Manila thus became the center of opposition parties,

'some of them radical, which tried to get support from among theunrepre-. ,
sented groups. 1 6 Social unrest was, evident in Manila as vicissitudes in the
capitalist world market directly affected the working, classes. •This was
aggravated by the continuing influx .of migrants, from other parts of the

, country., Rapid urbanization exacerbated Manila's problems of poverty,
housing and slum dwelling.. The colonial authorities, attempted to tackle
these problems but their efforts ultimately failed as they did not address the "
root cause of Manila's continuing primacy, i.e. the country's uneven develop-
ment and glaring social inequality. ' ' , ' ,

'The destruction of much of thecity of Maniia during World War II, the
rapid in-migration during the postwar years,' lack of government resources'

.and inability to adopt an urban policy, resulted in the haphazard recon
struction of Manila. Postwar Philippine economic. policy perpetuated rural
underdevelopment and further concentration of wealth andecoriomic acti-
vities in Manila and its surrounding area.' Industrialization policies during the .. '
.era of controls promoted Manila's growth asprimate city. ',As, Manila was
(and still is) the country's principalport and financial and commercial center,':
most the new industries were set up.in the-city and its suburbs, Theseecono-
mic opportunities' attracted more' rural migrants to the metropolitan area. , '

"f . . '. ," .

A concrete manifestation of the social, economic.cadministrative and
political problems inMMA atpresentistheproliferationof slum and squat
ter settlemerits and the .destitutionof a large part of the urban population in
contrast to the relatively few middle-and upper class residents living in
modern subdivisions and exclusive villages. This glaringsocial inequality is '

, reflected in the highly uneven distributio~ of, financial resources among the'
local units,resulting in largadisparriies in the 'availability and quality of
public services. For example; in fiscal year' 1974-75, per capita revenue
among MMA units ranged from-Pl.f in Pateros to P223 in Manila. Per capita
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expenditures during the same year varied from fi9 in Pateros to .p243 in
Makati, In calendar year 1980, per capita revenue among MMA units ranged
from J'34 in Pateros to Y412 in Makati. Per capita expenditures during the
same year varied from P28 in Pateros to P351 in Makati.! 8

As Manila is the seat of the national government, the Philippine elite
has generally lived in MMA. However, political support for the elite was es-

.sentially rural-based, made possible through clientelist ties between national .
and local elites, and between the latter and the masses. This explains the pre
occupation in the Congress with legislation granting local autonomy and
other local bills (to get rural elite support), the lack of agrarian reform
policy, weak support for national economic development plans, absence of
urban land reform and urban policy, and resistance to the reform of MMA.

The failure to deal with the problems of MMA from 1946 to 1972 can
be explained further by other political forces at work in the Philippines. The
separation of powers between Congress and President and the socioeconomic
bases of political power shaped the functioning of the political process. Party
politics, built on particularistic, clientelist relations rather than common
ideology or program of government, focused on pragmatic and short term
political bargaining between the President and Congress and this determined
policy-making.

In the MMA, party politics similarly pervaded the functioning of city
arid municipal governments. These underlay mayor-council conflicts which
tended to cripple local administration, thus adversely affecting the delivery
of services. Middle class reform groups failed in their efforts to tackle
problems of urban government as they did not seriously attempt to mobilize
lower class support. 19 There were jurisdictional disputes over responsibility
for .the delivery of services among local units which immobilized local
bureaucracies to the detriment of the urban population. Solutions to MMA's
problems were piecemeal and uncoordinated.

As it became more obvious that MMA's problems had transcended local
boundaries, there were attempts to cope with these through various volun
tary ad hoc and other arrangements among local governments.? 0 However,
these generally proved unworkable. It was eviderit that an integrated solution
to Metropolitan Manila's deteriorating conditions required intervention by
the national government. But intra-elite competition for electoral support
and clientelist ties between central government and MMA local officials pre
cluded conside!ation of drastic metropolitan reform by Congress.

To. recapitulate, Manila's historic roles as colonial capital, religious,
trade, .educational and cultural center conditioned its growth asa primate

. city. Manila's development has been sustained by the economic surplus ex-
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tracted fr~m itshinterland, This situation has resulted in continuous streams
of urban in-migration as the population was' simultaneously "pushed" from .
the rural areas by the lack of development there and "pulled" to the city-by
the prospects of improved living conditions. Over the centuries. the MMA has'
thus disproprotionately grown, becoming the Philippines' primate city. The

· continuing dependent. development' of postwar Philippine. economy and
society has strengthenedMMA's position as the dominant urban center.'

Metropolitan Reorganization: Form .and Substance'

. The accumulating contradictions that resulted from the country's
· underdevelopment-rincreasing .social inequalitY,concentration of political
· and economic power in the traditional landed elite, clientelist politics and
.the impotence of established democratic institutions and processes-became
manifest in a growing impasse in national policy-making, The consequences
were mounting economic difficulties, rising. insurgency and Tawlessness in.·

· the countryside, heavy rural migration to Manila and a radicalized' mass' .
movement demanding more basic economic and political reforms and an end .
to special relations with the United States. In-migration to MMA compound-' '
ed the area's existing problems-high population density, its rapid growth'
and uneven geographic distribution; large differences in living standards and
personal incomes; the lack of basic amenities in many places, and generally
unequal distribution of urban services; the housing shortage, pollution, high
crime. rate--which are all interrelated and stem from Manila's historical
growth and rapid economic development while the rest of thecountry reo
mained relatively underdeveloped. . ,

. . .'

. The continuing lack' of policies to deal with the broader national issues
led to changes in the alignment of political. forces in the country which be
came evident in Manila. These' were a decline in the power and prestige of
Congress vis-a-vis the President, a strengthening of. the. military organization
and its growing involvement in civic projects, an increasing role of techno
crats in national administration, .and the rising popularity of radical national
ist groups? 1 A Constitutional Convention called in 1971 to meet demands
for economic and political reforms failed to create a national consensus. It

·was' plagued by the same factional divisioris and procedural. problems that
had immobilizedCongress. 22 The political crisis came to a headin the wake.

. of disastrous floods iit the metropolitan areaand in Central Luzon inJuly
. August 1972. With economic collapse imminent, the spectre of anarchy in
· the country and stalemated policy-making in CongresaPresident Ferdinand
'E. Marcos declareda state of Martial Law in September of that year...

. Martial Law government provided the opportunity for institutingna
tional reforms and reorganization: Priority waa given to pressing national

·problems such as economic development and theconquestof poverty and

. January
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social inequality. Economic planning was systematized and centralized under
the National Economic and Development Authority which has been chaired
by the President. The long-term goals for national economic development
included the. modernization of agriculture to bring about self-sufficiency and
increase in export crops, land reform, a higher level of industrialization espe
cially. for export, exploration and development of natural resources, adequa
cy of domestic energy sources and promotion of rural and regional develop-:
ment. These were to be achieved through increased public expenditures for
infrastructure, encouragement of private enterprise and foreign investment.
Policy-making and implementation were facilitated and coordinated through
presidential decrees. Congress was dissolved, the Executive departments were
reorganized and new agencies were created to make the bureaucracy serve
the needs of the New Society. 23

Steps were also immediately taken to tackle Metropolitan Manila's. de
teriorating urban conditions. It was apparent that MMA reform was not just
a question of rationalizing local government in the area but an integral part
of the strategy for national economic development, i.e, the drive to attract
more foreign investment, to make Manila the regionalheadquarters of multi
national corporations in Southeast Asia, and to promote the tourist indus
try. 2 4 At a general level of analysis, metropolitan reform appears to re
inforce Manila's historic role as the center for capital accumulation and sur-

· plus extraction by the dominant elite in the continuing dependent develop
ment of the Philippines. The creation of the Metropolitan Manila Commis
ion (MMC) may thus be seen as further concentration of central government

· power to carry out a national. development plan which relies heavily on
foreign capital. From the perspective of Manila's traditional importance as'

· the base of opposition to the central government,the MMC may also be
viewed as an effort to neutralize anti-Marcos politicians and radical groups,
and, thus, as a "reactive policy to potentially serious opposition to the regime.

.At a more specific level of analysis, the MMC represents a technical
answer to the problems of urban government, following the traditional

· metropolitan reorganization approach which emphasizes economy and effi
ciency. It attempts to balance the need for a metropolitan authority to pro
vide area-wide services, the need for effective local government to take care
of local services, and the need for grassroots institutions for citizen partici
pation. Support for MMA reform came from all classes-politicians, business-

.men, upper and middle class organization, professional groups, academicians,
workers and the general public. 2 5 Such broad support has been similarly ob- .
served in successful metropolitan reorganizations in other countries. As
Magnusson has pointed out, with reference to Metropolitan Toronto:

Metropolitan. reform .... may. be regarded as a product .of class struggle and
.a consequence of the contradictions of. capitalist society, but it cannot be
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. attributed to the demands or requirements of anyone' class in isolation.' Like
so many otherrefor~s in the capitalist societies, it commands support-from
both capital andlabour75 . '. . . .'. .' . '"

. As .provided for -by Presidential Decree. No. 824 (November 1975),
MMA's '17 local" governments were placed under a five-member' MMCap
pointed and supervised by the President. 2

7 But because of vacancies in the
MMC Board, policy-making and implementationfor MMA have been solely
~~~rcised since that time by MMC Governor Imelda R. Marcos. Until 1979;
she, was assisted in her work by a team of Action Officers (AOs) who had
been seconded from their positions in various national and local' government ..
offices. TheAOs were 'chosen by Mrs. Marcos herself and had previously
worked with her in government projects. Mrs. Marcos' appointment to the
position was ostensibly made in response to popular demand for her mana"
gerial abilities and national prestige.? 8 .

Since 1979, policy-making in MMC has become more instit~tionalized.
The MMC Governor continues to exercise the ultimate policy-making
functions of MMC but-there is now an MMC Policy Board composed of the
Vice-Governor who is also acting as Commissioner for Operations, the Com
missioner for Finance. and the Commissioner for Planning and meets at
least once a month or more frequeritly as the need arises. 2

9
. . . .

Theorigi~ally elected mayors of the 17 MMA units were retained as"
.Iocal chief executives responsible to MMC and, upon the expiration of their .'
terms in 1976, were either reappointed or replaced by the President. The
elected cityfmunicipal councils were supposed to be transformed into local
consultative councils(SangguniangBayans) with their membership expanded
to include selected members of lower levei local bodies (Barangays), local

. youth organizations (Kabataang Barangays) and appointed representatives' .
of private sector groups-rcapital, professional, industrial and agricultural
labor, which altogether made up the metropolitan rconsultative council
(Sanggunian ng Kalahhang Maynila).

. .

'. Elections for mayors and vice-mayors in Metropolitan Manila were
held on 16 June 1981. Those .elected were to serve for a term of six years.
Barangay elections (for barangay captain and six councilmen in each
barangay) were similarly held on 17 May 1982. There have been no elections'
so far for the metropolitan and local Sangguniang Bayan which have been
inactive. 30 . .. .

~"

Creation of the .:MMC hasbroughtaboutthe integration-of services in
•MMA such as police, health, refuse marfagement and environmentalsani
tation, infrastructure development, traffic management and operations, trea

.. sury and assessment, and the development of metropolitan-wide.mass trans
portation. Thecoordinatiori of services in the area .has been facilitated

•
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through the pooling of local finances to support metro-wide services and an
integrated budget system for MMC and MMA local units." MMC's innova
tions in financial management and budgeting have been directed towards the
maintenance of certain minimum standards of service delivery among local
governments and provision of safeguards against expenditures for primarily
partisan patronage, thus avoiding the piece-meal approach and wasteful local
expenditures in the past. MMC has made possible. the formulation of a uni
fied plan to guide program planning and policy-making for. MMA's urban
growth and development.

Metropolitan reorganization has made it institutionally more possible to
move towards a solution of urban problems by removing overlapping and
competing jurisdictions of the area's local governments and superimposing
the MMC as a higher authority. The prestige and political influence of Mrs.:
Marcos as Governor has enabled her to function effectively as an area mana
ger providing coordination between national departments, MMC6perations .
and local government functions. As the President's wife, she has been assured
of the necessary national government support--financial resources, technical
assistance from national departments, and mobilization of armed forces per
sonnel for infrastructure construction-for projects in MMA. Mrs. Marcos'
other appointment as concurrently Minister for Human Settlements places
her in an even better position to coordinate MMC's policies and programs re
garding MMA's urban renewal and development with those of the nation.

While the initial ad hoc arrangement in MMC's organization undoubted
ly resulted in flexibility and expedition in policy-making and implementa- .
tion, it has also .had .its drawbacks. The effectiveness of MMC's functioning
has greatly depended on the personal leadership of Mrs. Marcos and her team
of AOs rather than institutionalized standard operating procedures-. There
has been a lack of clarity in the division of powers and functions between
MMC and the local units, and within local units, i.e, between cities/rnunici- -

.palities and baranguys, and this has resulted in problems of coordination
below the level of the Governor. There are large disparities in area, popula
tion and financial resources among the local units.

Given the time that has elapsed since metropolitan reorganization was
implemented, there is now a need to implement the MMC structure as pro
vided by Presidential Decree 824 to institutionalize more fully metropolitan
government. This could be done under the leadership of Mrs. Marcos and the

.President's support. The division of functions and responsibilites between
MMC and the local units, within local units, and between MMC and national
departments need to be clarified. There is need to redraw local boundaries,
to amalgamate them into fewer and bigger units for more rational adminis
tration of services. Along with this is the need to evolve a system of metro
politan grants to provide inore equitable distribution of revenues among'
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MMA units. Similarly, the national government could design a system of
matching grants .with MMC on programs that are within national priorities.

.-. , .

Although the· scope for citizen participation. under MMC has been
broadened through the-increase in grass-roots organizations, much of this has
been characterized essentially by articulation of needs and consultation in
local policy-implementation, information on new policies and citizen mobili- .

. zation in support of national policies through referendums. The suspension .
of local elections and the subsequent appointment of local officials by the.
PresidentorMMC from 1976 to 1981 effectively reduced the influence of
political parties and the traditional politicians, eliminated wasteful local ex
pendituresconnected with election campaigns and patronage; arid has alle
gedly contributed to more rational local administration. The financial re
sources of grass-roots organizations have also been increased by MMC. Un-
doubtedly, these changes resulted in greater mass support for MMCand the _
Marcos administration-. However, thesituation has also made local officials
dependent orio the government and this tends to. inhibit local initiative ill
policy-making. The provisions for private sector representation in local con
sultativecouncils and citizens committees would seem to have reduced the
need for pressure group politics. Yet there are indications that this. has'

· tended to make local officials intolerant of the views held by certain unre
presented civic groups.

There· is clearly a need for more studies on' citizen participation in MMe- ...
and its constituent units. These would show.whether the recently established
channels of local participation are genuinely effective in providing. citizen ..
access to policy-making, andin providing popular feedback on the imple- .
mentation of urban policies. These would indicate what changes should be .
made toensurethat Metro Manilans are given substantive participation in the
formulation of programs and policies that directly. affect them.

. . .

.While the ~ational government's drive to make Metropolitan Manila at-
· tractive to foreign business and tourists has brought about improvements in
MMA's infrastructure .and public services, and has ostensibly resulted in
better living conditions for some. Metro Manilans, this may also have contri
buted to inflation. This is due to a tendency for middle class living standards
to be pushed up to international levels by the increasing linkages between·

·Manila and other. metropolitan areas in the world. There are indications that
·the working .class and urban poor have suffered most from this inflation. The
improvements in MMA's infrastructure have also resulted in the growingcon
centration of national government expenditures in the area. Considering-the
government's limited financial resources, this may· he at the expense of other

· regions thus excerbating regional inequality. ThereIsneed for further re- .
search on the consequences of increased national support for MMA in-order

.-to remedy contradictions between this and other policies such as rural deve- .
· lopment, agrarian reform and more equitable regional income distribution..

. January . .'
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The case of housing illustrates the way in which MMC has functioned to
attempt a solution to a complex urban problem and the articulation between
national plans and programs with those of MMC. The National Housing

.Authority (NHA) General Manager has been concurrently MMC's Action
Officer for Housing and thus MMC's public housing program has been es
sentially NHA's responsibility. A multi-pronged approach.urtilizing the con
cept of human settlements, has been applied to address MMA's housing
problem. This has included social housing projects, and relocation and re
settlement of squatters and slum dwellers from unsafe areas. 32

.' . ,
Social or low-cost housing projects have been made joint ventures

between MMA local governments and NHA. . This is in contrast to past
practice which excluded local government involvement in housing delivery ..
Local governments have provided NHA with up-to-date census of actual resi
dents in slum areas for sites and services projects arid have been made respon- .
sible for preventing squatters from reoccupying vacant lands. The MMC and
the national government have embarked on a zonal improvement program
designed to upgrade physical and social amenities in MMA's blighted com
munities through the provision of adequate public services-sewerage, water,
power, drainage, roads, markets and others. Privately-owried estates; whose
owners have refused to participate in the improvement of sites andservices
and who have been delinquent in paying property taxes, have been ordered
expropriated by NHA for low-cost housing projects. These projects may not
have been possible under the previously fragmented political authority in
MMA and the patron-client networks between local politicians, private pro-
perty owners,members of Congress and urban residents. .

NHA-MMC housing policy has been linked to the national government's
regional development program which is an important component of the in
tegrated national development plan. The program is aimed at reducing dispa
rities in regional income distribution and thus to help mitigate the migration

.. of the rural population to urban areas, particularly the MMA.33 Recent
NHA and MMC housing policy has included plans for the establishment of
new towns near the metropolitan area and dispersal of industry to these
places. These would serve. as relocation sites for MMA squatters and slum
dwellers and also attract new rural migrants, thus helping to slow down
MMA's urban growth. These policies appear to be in accord with the general
view of contemporary writers on Third World urbanization that urban
problems require not just narrow technical solutions but also broader poli
tical and socioeconomic strategies. Friedmann and Rondinelli, for example,
have stressed the need for policies to promote urbanization and balanced
regional development including planned spatial distribution and of smaller
size urban areas based on a mix of capital-intensive and labor iritensive tech
nologies.P" In this connection, Roberto points out that "to make such
development possible....requires among other things radical changes in in
come distribution and in patterns of consumption. ,,35
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With regard to the need for changes in patterns of consumptionin order
, to bring about balanced, regional. growth, this requires policies to discourage
conspicuous consumption and Western-style consumerism among the middle
and upper classes. There are difficulties inherent in this issue eo'nsidering the
government's emphasis on export-oriented industrialization, the role of mul
tinational corporation, tourism and others. The MMC's campaign for the

"development of-simpler housing. designs suited to Philippine cultural values'
, and present economic conditions is a step in consciously changing patterns
ofconsumption. ,This would help to promote alabor-intensive local housing

,. industry, thus creating more employment opportunities in MMA. It would,
'in'turn, greatly" reduce the cost of public housing projects since standards re- '
commended by Western-oriented planners and architects' have sometimes'

,proved to be wasteful and inappropriate to local needs.:"

On the, whole, there is need for MMCtq, organize its own, Housing "
Office and to' formulateItsown housing program to enable the NHA to
devote more timeand,'attention to the national housing program.The MMC
needs to make innovations in real property taxlaws to produce revenue and

.discourage pernicious urban .landspeculation; to explore alternative policies
for public authority intervention on land suchas land banking and large-scale
public land development; to encourage the development of housing coope,rac '

tives in MMA; to undertake inter-class subsidy/trade-Off In public housing..
'sale and letting, and to adopt other measures to promote MMA's moreorder
ly development and minimize the social problems that have accompanied,
Manila's past urban growth. MM's success with these policies could' be used
to guide the development ofother urban areas which could then attract rural
migrants who would otherwise drift to Metropolitan Manila,

Philippine Development Prospects andMMA'sFuture

The reorganization of MMA's government was made possible under
Martial Lawadministration. In January 1981, Martial Law was formally
lifted and amodified parliamentary governmentis being gradually instituted.
Give~ this' change, one may ask what 'are' the, prospects, for Philippine

, development and continuing reform inMMA considering the city's dual con
tradictory, roles in the past, i.e. as catalyst, facilitating modernization of
traditional society and. promoting economic and political changerand as

, , ,parasitic,whose growth has been sustained by the drain of human and
material resources from the countryside, thus hindering rural and regional

,development.

The professed objective of the present national government is to make
the Philippines self-reliant in its socioeconomic development and. thus capa
ble of satisfying the rising mass expectations for equitable distribution of

, growth and effective popular participation in central and local policy-making

..

~:_yd~uary . •
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andimplementation. Yet, at the same time, the regime is ~ware.of the reality. . . .
of the country's continuing economic dependence upon the outside world.
This involves' the, need for foreign capital, i.e, for multinational corporations,
to finance industrialization, for loans from international lending institutions
to finance infrastructure and resource development programs; to importoil
and' Western industrial technology; for 'markets for its .agriculturalproducts
and other exports. Such dependence necessitates the adoption of policies
that, would create: a favorable climate for foreign investment, These would
include, for example; provision of modern facilities such as roads, transport
ation and" communications ,netWork, etc.;, tractable labor relations,
guarantees (or repatriation-of profits and others. These not only impinge on
the determination of priorities in the allocation of government resources but
also make the domestic economy subject to the unpredictable fluctuations in
the world economic situation. , "

, ,There appear to be some inherent contradictions resulting from .the gov
ernment's long-term program of capitalist developmerit (with heavy reliance
on foreign' capital), its promotion of export-oriented import-dependent in-: '
dustrialization, and itsavowed goal' of eradicating mass poverty and social
inequality: Writers examining .the consequences of Third WorJd capitalist in-

'dustrialization have pointed .out that whileinultinationalcorpo,rationsand
foreign loans to local industries may have substantially contributed to over
all economic growth, the benefits have gone mainly to the few. 38 The in
crease in national income' has not trickled down to the masses as had, been,
optimistically assumed, and incomeinequality has persisted if riot worsened.
Moreover, it is argued that heavy dependence on foreign capital, and export
oriented industrialization renders a developing country's economy vulnerable:
to the vicissitudes of the world market. There are indications too thatdeve
lopment of 'export-oriented agribusiness through multinational corporations
tends 'to increase this vulnerability of Third World economies, It has been
reported that expansion 'of agribusiness estates ,has resulted in the displace-

'mentof many occupant fanners and indigenous minorities.P ? It may be
speculated that the displaced farmers may contribute to further-rural-urban ,
migration and thus make balanced regional development even more difficult
to achieve..It is also doubtful whether urban-based industries, which tend to
be capital-intensive, could absorb all these unemployed migrants. '

. " '.. . .'. .. . .

" ,Recent events in the Philippines, especially after the dramaticassassina
tion of formerSenator Benigno Aquino, Jr. on 21 August 1983, have tended
to confirm' many' of the' above observations, The assassination opened a Pan- ,
dora's box setting loose. the .hitherto hidden accumulated socioeconomic and
political ills, thus triggering the crisis thathad been building up during the,
preceding years. The economic recession-in the late 1970s and early 1980s
that had plagued the developed capitalist countries, the Philippines' main

, tradingpartners.iadversely affected the country's precarious balance of pay
ments as the developed countries cut down theirimports of Philippine pro-
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ducts. The recession had also made multinational corporations hesitant to
proceed with industrial projects that they had earlier proposed to undertake
in the Philippines." 0 Faced with the bleak economic prospects, tIi-e govern
ment was forced to further devalue the peso in June 1983 to make Philip
pine exports cheaper and thus attract more buyers. This was done also to
bring in more dollars into the country to enable it to' pay back its accumu
lated external debt. But the wave of anti-government rallies and demonstra
tions following Aquino's assassination further aggravated the 'already critical
situation, undermining foreign- investors' confidence in the Marcos govern
ment and thus-bringing about a massive capital flight."!

In the face of the ensuing popular unrest, the closing of industries, mas
sive layoffs, spiralling inflation, etc., various groups have come out with their
diagnosis of the causes of and the necessary solutions to the crisis.42 ~Ad-
vocates of the nationalist alternative to development have renewed their ,
campaign urging the government to review its primarily export-oriented, im
port-dependent and heavily foreign debt-funded development strategy and

· opt for more indigenous industrial development involving small-scale; labor
intensive projects utilizing more appropriatetechnology and raw materials.
This path will be geared at exploitating the growing domestic market of over
50 million Filipinos, minimizing economic and social disruptions resulting
from negative developments in the international market. If this alternative
policy would be adopted, then regional development programs may receive
greater attention than in the past, and thus help lessen rural to urban migra
tion, particularly to Metropolitan Manila. This would in turn ease the pres
sures on urban development programs and delivery of services in the metro-
politan area. .

" .
Philippine politics will, in the short and long run, be substantially

· affected by economic developments such as inflation. By 1980 the Philip-
· pine consumer price index had gone upto 294.7 percent from its 100 per- •
cent 1972 level. Metropolitan Manila experienced a. slightly lower level. at
284,1 percent. Real wage rates for laborers in industrial establishments in
Metropolitan Manila in September 1980 had gone d~'wn from its 100 per-
cent 1972 levels: 63.2 percent for skilled workers and 52.5 percent for un-
skilled workers." 4 By April 1984, the consumer price index had reached
254.58 from its 100 percent 1978 leveL During the same period, the pur-
chasing power of the peso had decreased to a low of PO.3928 from its 1978
level of P1.00. Inflation rate during the one-year period April 1.983 to April
1984 had increased from 6.2 percent to 40.7 percent.t" These figures
underscore the increasing social and political pressures for coping with the
rising cost of living and further deteriorating living standards.

Domestic inflation has been aggravated by the rising Philippine public
.debt. As- of 1981, the internal debt had grown to P49,338.8 million, up by
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398.3 percent P38,637.4 million} from its 1972 level of P9,701.4 million.
The external debt had, during the same year, reached US $10,941.0 million,
representing an increment of 834 percent (US $9,769.6 million) from that
of 1972's US $1,171.4 million.:" By the first quarter of 1984, the external
debt had reached US $25.2 billion."? Servicing the public debt will create
more problems of competing demands for public expenditures, especially
those needed for economic and social development. Pressures on the coun
try's foreign exchange earnings have been strong with the growing external
debt and may further undermine efforts at sustained economic develop
ment. These may contribute to more domestic inflation and greater erosion
of workers' real wages.

The introduction of a modified parliamentary government poses pro
blems of policy-making and the implementation of the present government's
long-range development plan. There are indications that this change has re
vived past cleavages between the elite and masses and among the elite- -the
incumbent politicians, government technocrats, the military, landowners,
nationalist entrepreneurs, Filipino industrialists advocating joint ventures
with foreign capitalists and the traditional politicians. The May 1984
elections for the Batasang Pambansa resulted in a significantly strenthened
opposition with 71 seats (39 percent) to the ruling KBL's 113 seats (61 per
cent) compared to the overwhelmingly KBL-dominated 1978 Interim Bata
sang Pambansa. Nevertheless, opposition to the present administration re
mains fragmented and personalities rather than programs or issues continue to
dominate national politics. Certain groups are still excluded from the policy
making process. There is thus a danger that the semi-parliamentary govern
ment may deteriorate, as was the case with Congress, and be replaced again
by authoritarian rule.

The present government apparently recognizes the need to develop an
effective party system to make parliamentary government viable and ensure
genuine popular representation. There are signs, for example, that it has tried
to explore the possibility of legalizing the outlawed Communist Party of the
Philippines (CPP). Such. a policy would be a significant step in expanding
lower class representation in the Batasang Pambansa and greatly increase the
success of basic reforms. It would also stimulate existing political parties to
developed broader-based and program-oriented organizations. The possible
obstacles to government initiatives for political accommodation along this
line are the initial and deep-seated distrust from the CPP and other radical
groups due to past experience with government, particularly during the
1950s; and the distrust of these groups by the hardline military faction
which has been trained in Cold War values. President Marcos may yet prove
useful in promoting national reconcilfation since his World War II record-and
experience in national politics makes him trusted by the military. His policy
thrust at opening diplomatic relations with China, the U.S.S.R. and other
socialist countries may not have. been so speedily accomplished without the
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'. supportof..the,rrtilitarY:,r.h~clirrent .lpternafional,geopblitical configuration' .. , .
in Southeast Asia~':'the.changinginterests and shifting alliances among the big

· powers (p,eopl~~{Rep~blicpfqlimi, U.S,S;IL, ',the United states) and in
volving the Association of. South'EastAsiimNations;.Vietna~ and Karnpu.

· .chea~~ouJdh~li),s~st~inabroader;democ~atic Philippine political system .
than' was possible in the' early postwar era. '.' ":: :.... '..:' .

. it seeiris that.Filipi~os '6~v~n;~if~stiym~r~po~~of agree~en~ .re- .
. -garding basic ~-,sociariss':les. Both elite' and' radicalgroups talk about:de,mo- .

cra.cy,landreform,: '.'a better: deal-for. thecommonman," the politically ex- .:
·p~osive.nature ofsocial.jnequality, etc. These could serve as the bases for .'
national political accomnlOdation,·. reconciliation, bargainingund compro
miSe.' Indeedv.Philippine political .leaders.. as-in other developing countries,'
arecaught ina web of. contradictions between, on:the one hand"their own
visionofb~inginggovernment .closer to the public, and.on the other, their . .-

· own narrow class 'interests. and developmental models .sustained' by .their'
·foreign allies; But popular slogans must-in the endbetranslated into cOD
crete' policies that must transform existing social and economic structures .

"which would,l~ turii;promotemo~e.egalitaranconcepts artdinstitutib'ris re
fleeting the genuine' interests of.the masses. Great improvements in education
~nd mass ~omniunic~ti6n~ have rais~dpeople's~xpectations.promises from .'
political and otherIeaders.havemobilizedthe people. If there is no serious
attempt' .at genuine. reconciliation in ·national·politics,' then the social ...
cleavages n~rttired by. the s~~ial id~al~ofthe1896 'Revoiut'ion, polemically
made: afreshcthereafterbutnot seriously addressed and dealt with by the'

". government.imay yet polarize Philippine societyfurlherand portendgreater
social upheavals.. ' '. '. '. . . .

Iniliisconte~t,~he MMA with.i~ concentration6f the courrtry'sedu-
cated and highly politicized population, .mass' media of communications, in-
dustry and .government.may find itself once more increasingly-in the fore- .•
front of radical change .. Paradoxically; the objective 'accomplishments of
MMCurider:Martial Law. insolving pressing urban problems .have further
raised massexpectations of performance by politicians and administrators
and en.couragedrnore popular participation in.govemmentalaffairs, Thus .
local and' national. officials may have realized .by. this' tune that they' must

· be more .consistent in' the. implementationof. articulated policies for metr9~·.· .
politan reform. . . . .

Concluding Observ~tions: .Agendafor Further- Research ..

· . .In'summary,then; MMA's~t~blE~msof urban growth are sl~ilCU', ata
certainlevel, to those of.other established metropolises; butatadeeper level;
the reform of Metropolitan-Manila government'-has more basic national

· implications-epolitical, social and economic-which require integrated solu-·.
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·tions. Metropolitan reorganization reflects Manila's-central role .in .Philip-
, pine politicalchange and socioeconomicdevelopfnent, The drive toimprove ,
,MMA'sdeteriorating conditions has been, part and parcel of the Martia] Law'
government's development strategy-einvolving such -issues asthe needto im- ,

. prove urban services to iattract-foreign investmehts~,top'rorn-ote,regional·
development, 'to reduce social inequality and otllers:---as 'much'as:t~~ problem:
of rationalizing local government' in the area. There~ has,peen';!a',deiit>erate
effort' to gear MMC's policies and programs with those :ofrthe jtational .
government's development plan. MMA's structure under thepresent.leader
ship and the changes in local administration and grassroots organization faci- .
litate the coordination of MMC and. national government activities in the·

. '. '~)'. '

ar~ "

The government has initiated various policies to deal ~ith the roots of
MMA's urban problems and there have been visible achievements, parti-

. cularly in the improvement of service delivery. Much more remains to be
done and there is need for further studies on the consequences of metro
politan reorganization. There is need to monitorand scrutinize the impact of
MMC policies: to assess, for example, the beneficiaries of the new public
housing projects, the areas and income Classes served by improved public
transport and other services. Such research would show whether these are
indeed working to help redress. the glaring social inequality or are merely
reinforcing the' privileged position of the middle and' upper classes as had
been the experience in past government housing projects in Metropolitan
Manila.49 There is. need to find out whether the initial gains in improved
public services in MMA are being sustained and to verify the, extent of citizen
participation in metropolitan and local government.

At the national level, there is need for research to determine whether
Metropolitan Manila is really sucking' the economic surplus from other
regions and to what extent this surplus is lost to the country. This entails
investigations of the extent of capital repatriation by foreign investors in the
.Philippines. Results of these and other relevant studies could be used to
guide future MMC program planning and policy-making to ensure that the
promises of metropolitan reform will be achieved and to provide national
planners and policy-makers with much-needed data for evaluating develop-
ment' plans, policies and strategies. ' '

On the whole, there is need for strong political will, 'and for sincere and
committed leadership to sustain the policies for metropolitan reform and to
resolve the apparent contradictions between the goals and strategies adopted.
While MMA's primacy and urban growth may seem irreversible, the ex
perience,' of some other countries suggest that it' can, be controlled and
regulated.
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